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Every Horse
Deserves a Chance
TRAINING AND RETRAINING HORSES THE
TELLINGTON WAY
Starting Right or Starting Over with Enlightened
Methods and Hands-On Techniques
Linda Tellington-Jones with Mandy Pretty
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rafalgar Square Books is pleased to announce the release of Training
and Retraining Horses the Tellington Way by Linda Tellington-Jones
with Mandy Pretty.
World-renowned equine expert Linda Tellington-Jones’s healing
equine bodywork and innovative training methods have revolutionized
the horse training landscape over the last 50 years. Her unique blend of
hands-on TTouch (a collection of circles, lifts, and slides done with the
hands over various parts of the horse’s body), combined with humane
groundwork and under-saddle exercises, has helped solve training
and behavioral problems for horses of every breed, every discipline, every age, and all levels. Now she is
presenting a thoughtful recipe for starting the young horse without stress, helping to establish the very best
beginning, in hand and under saddle. Unfortunately, not all horses have the benefit of the right foundation,
which can lead to misunderstanding, mistreatment, and unhappiness for both human and horse. With this in
mind, Tellington-Jones also curates her own experience working with older horses ready for a second chance
at life, providing the necessary tools for filling in training “holes” and reconfirming lessons that may have
been poorly taught or forgotten. The result is a book with all the right ingredients and its heart in the right
place: whether starting right or starting over, Tellington-Jones’s field-tested, compassionate answers are an
excellent way to find connection while ensuring the horse a lifetime of success in the company of humans.
LINDA TELLINGTON-JONES is the internationally recognized equine expert who developed the
Tellington Method approach to healing, training, and communicating, which can be learned and practiced
by horsemen and women of all levels. She was honored as the 1994 Horsewoman of the Year by the North
American Horsemen’s Association and presented with the ARICP Lifetime Achievement Award, given
annually to a person who profoundly affects the equine world in a positive manner. She is the author of
numerous books and DVD programs, including the bestselling Ultimate Horse Behavior and Training Book,
and she routinely travels worldwide
teaching her methods.
“Linda Tellington-Jones is one of the best horsewomen we have
ever known. This book is a treasure for all riders and trainers who
want a partnership with horses, and want to train horses with
respect and feeling.”
—Magali Delgado & Frédéric Pignon
Founding Stars of Cavalia, Authors of Gallop to Freedom
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